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ABSTRACT 

In recent years, the use of site planning In architecture has significantly 

increased. However, a large number of architecture schools in Mexico have not 

included this subject in their educational profile. This may strongly impact regions 

where there is an absence of dty planning-related disciplines to cover this 

demand. 

This study explores how professionals, professors and students of 

architecture schools in Guadalajara, Mexico, perceive the importance of site 

planning in their profession and examines the potential of expanding these 

concepts in their curricula. This study found that site planning concepts and 

applications are considered essential knowledge for Guadalajara architects' 

education. Also, a high potential for expanding site development issues, the use 

of systematic approaches, and the incorporation of tools was found. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Site Planning in Guadalaiara Architecture Schools 

The participation of architects in site planning is not new. It dates back to 

the creation of monuments by monarchs and religious institutions, and the 

formation of spaces around these structures. At that time, site planning was a 

natural extension of architecture and city planning, which provided their common 

theory, form, and order (Brooks 1988). 

In recent years, site planning has expanded and has come to be considered 

an integral part of the design process in architecture, urban design, planning, and 

landscape architecture (Lynch 1984; Beer 1990; Rubenstein 1996; and Dechiara 

1984). Even though architects in practice have become increasingly involved in 

site planning, architecture schools have remained focussed on building scale and 

have dealt with site planning only as a superficial analysis of the site. In this 

context, site planning is mainly studied and developed by urban design, 

landscape architecture and planning professions. However, this approach cannot 

be adopted in some regions where the design professions consider architecture 

as the unique professional basis for design and planning disciplines. 

Due to the absence of city planning-related academic programs in the 

region of Guadalajara, Mexico, architects try to cover a broader point of view 

than a building scale approach. As a consequence of this, Guadalajara 

architecture schools offer urbanism and construction as the two areas of 
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than a building scale approach. As a consequence of this, Guadalajara 

architecture schools offer urbanism and construction as the two areas of 

specialization to obtain a bachelor's degree in architecture. In the urbanism 

specialty area, professors try to include site planning principles as part of the 

course work. Since site planning involves crucial decisions that impact the social, 

psychological and biological environment (Lynch 1984), it is extremely important 

that proficient preparation of individuals in this area is undertaken. 

1.2 Problem Statement 

Even though Guadalajara schools attempt to provide an introduction to a 

wide spectrum of specialties in the architecture profession, they tend not to 

provide an in-depth understanding from a variety of sources and knowledge. 

Trying to be selective in their priorities, schools have been shaped to prepare 

students focused on the building scale approach, leaving urbanism as a 

secondary priority. Recently, the market for architects specialized in building 

scale has been saturated and the need for professionals in urbanism has 

dramatically increased. As a result, the absence of site planning in the curricula 

of Guadalajara schools of architecture has become apparent. In order to deal 

with this problem an understanding of how the professionals, academics, and 

students perceive the need for a focus in site planning must first be obtained, and 

then a set of teaching modules must be established to satisfy this need. 
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1.3 The Research Goal and Research Questions 

The goal of this study was to examine the possibilities for improving site 

planning curricula in Guadalajara architecture programs by developing an 

exploratory study as a basis for guiding new approaches in site planning in 

Guadalajara universities. 

In order to deal with the problem mentioned, the following research 

questions are stated: 

Research question one: 

What is the potential for expanding the local concepts of site planning in 

the architecture profession, based on Guadalajara architects' perceptions 

of this discipline? 

Research question two: 

What are the possibilities of introducing new site planning concepts in 

Guadalajara architecture schools based on their current approaches in 

this discipline? 

1.4 The objectives 

In order to identify the potential for improvement, the following objectives were 

identified: 

1. Measure the perceptions of Guadalajara architects about site planning in 

order to determine the potential of expanding site planning concepts 



2. Analyze current site planning approaches in the Guadalajara academic 

environment In order to comprehend the local understanding about this 

discipline 

3. Compare "perceptions" with "existing current approaches" to site planning 

in order to identify the possibility of introducing new local site planning 

concepts to the educational profile of Guadalajara architecture schools 

In order to accomplish these objectives, a research methodology was 

developed. This methodology is based on literature review and site gathering 

data. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

This study attempted to improve the availability of knowledge about site 

planning in Guadalajara architecture programs, specifically by developing an 

exploratory study as a base for guiding new approaches in this field in 

Guadalajara universities. Also, it sought to review seminal studies of site 

planning and current Guadalajara approaches to this discipline. 

This review focuses on describing current approaches to site planning, the 

role of the designer in this process, approaches to this subject in Guadalajara 

architecture programs, and Guadalajara professional profiles in architecture. 

2.1 Defining Site Planning and its Approaches 

In the literature, definitions of site planning range from short answers to 

longer conceptual discussions. This section limits itself to reviewing the studies of 

Lynch (1984), Beer (1990), Rubenstein (1996), and De Chiara (1984). These four 

authors have been selected because they have developed unique approaches to 

the subject, which serve to guide the integration of new approaches into the 

architecture curriculum. 

• Lynch, Kevin. Site Planning 

Lynch (1984) defines site planning as "the art of arranging structures on 

the land and shaping the spaces between" (p.1) The purpose of this arrangement 
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is to organize the external physical environment to accommodate human 

behavior. Even though he believes that all places for human use are always 

planned, he refers to site planning as a process that typically occurs when there 

is a paying client. Based on this idea, he organizes and presents his approach to 

site planning by describing the different stages and actors that participate in this 

process. Different from other authors, he points out the importance that this 

process has acquired in recent years due to the psychological, social, and 

biological impacts that are caused while transforming a site (Lynch 1984). 

The general stages that Lynch defines for the site planning process are 

the study of the site, the systematic analysis of the data, and the final product, 

which he identifies as the "site plan." Similar to Beer's study (1990), he critically 

asserts that site plans should respond to the sensitivity and complexity of our 

environment and not to the narrow financial targets that usually condition 

development. Even though he stresses the importance of avoiding these 

economic restrictions, he does not propose alternative ways of dealing with this 

situation. 

Lynch (1984) sees site planning as an important and independent 

discipline related to landscape architecture, architecture, civil engineering, and 

city planning, emphasizing that each site is so different that it can not be studied 

by following any standard checklist. 
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• Beer, Anne R. Environmental Planning for Site Development 

Beer (1990) defines site planning as a group of decisions that determine 

what should happen and where it should happen on an area of land. Like other 

authors, she identifies the 'site plan' as the main result of the site planning 

process. This plan is required not only when developing new structures for an 

area, but also when there is a rezoning that affects a certain piece of land, or 

simply when one area is used differently by the user. In her study. Beer 

emphasizes the idea that a site's internal areas should have adequate 

connection with the site's surroundings. In this context, the number of variables 

involved determines the complexity or simplicity of the proposed layout in order 

to function effectively with its surroundings. 

According to Beer (1990), site planning is mainly conditioned by financial 

goals stated by developers or government institutions. At the same time, she 

supports the idea of a balanced approach to site planning while achieving 

minimum damage to the environment. Different from other studies, she refers to 

site scale and site complexity to express how the difficulty of this process may 

vary depending on site size and number of variables involved. 

In order to establish a systematic approach, she proposes the use of a 

standard list that serves as a general guide for this process. Different from 

Lynch's approach, her analysis encompasses a larger picture, which involves the 

study of the site and its surroundings. 
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Even though this author identifies site planning as part of the general land 

planning process, she states that this discipline can stand alone as a special 

planning process deserving special attention due to the complex decisions that 

this process involves. Furthermore, she stresses the importance of 

understanding the characteristics of the site and the future user as well as the 

interactions between them. This idea of complexity, plus the importance of 

consen/ing our environment are reasons for developing a systematic approach 

that promotes understanding of these intricate interactions. 

" Rubenstein, Harvey M. A Guide to Site Planning and Landscape 

Construction 

Rubenstein (1996) defines site planning as "the art and science of 

arranging the uses of portions of land" (p. 3). In his opinion, different professions, 

including civil engineering, landscape architecture, planning, and architecture 

practice this discipline, where the production of a 'site plan' represents the typical 

scenario in which site planning occurs. With this in mind, the author expresses 

that the main purpose of this discipline is to follow an organized process that 

helps to carry out the site plan. 

In his approach, Rubenstein (1996) identifies two general stages of site 

planning. The first relates to design principles and the second to transformation 

of the site. Similar to Beer's (1990) approach, Rubenstein (1996) agrees with the 

idea that the site is not an isolated place but is part of a total natural environment. 

Therefore, it is important to maintain a focus larger than site scale during this 
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process. Also, he agrees with Beer (1990) in identifying the variables of site scale 

and site complexity as the constraints that determine the detail that each study 

should follow and the level of detail that the site plan should achieve. Similar to 

Lynch's (1984) study, Rubenstein (1996) points out the idea that each site is 

different, and its particular conditions determine its own 'personality'. Different 

from Lynch's (1984) approach, which states that standard checklists can not be 

applied due to the uniqueness of each site, Rubenstein proposes a checklist as a 

basis for guiding part of the site planning process. The purpose of this is to 

provide an organized approach while studying the site, and to establish 

guidelines for later development. The content of this list is mainly focused on 

three areas; natural aspects, cultural factors, and aesthetic characteristics of the 

site. 

Unlike other authors, Rubenstein (1996) stresses the importance of 

understanding the dynamics of the site in order to determine the opportunities 

and restrictions that each place offers. In addition, he assigns special attention to 

the use of computers with Geographic Information Systems (GIS) and Computer 

Aided Design (CAD) software for selection and analysis, as well as 

transformation, of the site. Rubenstein (1996) states that the use of these 

modern tools may become prevalent and mandatory for various types of analysis 

in this discipline. Finally, Rubenstein (1996) states that the capability of this 

software will add an important flexibility to the site planning process, in particular 

allowing adequate design responses. 
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• Dechiara, Joseph. Time-Saver Standards for Site Planning 

Dechiara (1984) refers to site planning as a process that entails the 

gathering and analysis of data of a specific place. In his view, the main goal of 

site planning is to achieve functionality among the different areas of the site 

studied. Similar to Lynch (1984), this author maintains his approach to site scale 

focusing on specific characteristics that each place offers. Like other authors he 

identifies two main stages in the site planning process: site selection and the 

production of a site plan. Uniquely, his approach focuses on a detailed study of 

the site and the technical implications of its development. By this approach he 

provides a broad range of information, with variables and examples applied to 

site development. 

Dechiara's (1984) study shows the importance of functional aspects in the 

site planning process by arguing that technical aspects are its main concern, and 

that they are the key to achieving well-designed sites. In this context, he 

proposes that the site planning process should direct its attention to increasing 

functional efficiency, specifically on circulation design and construction 

techniques. The professions that Dechiara (1984) relates to this process are 

landscape architecture, urban planning, architecture, and civil engineering. 

Finally, the main factors that this author considers in the site planning 

process include a preliminary investigation, the analysis of environmental 

aspects, the study of factors affecting the location of new structures, and land 

use considerations. 
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Dechiara (1984) and Rubenstein (1996) agree with the idea that the site 

planning process can be aided by the use of computer applications, specifically 

for pictorial, analytical, and site-transformation purposes. 

In summary, understanding the scope of this discipline as defined by 

these authors serves as a basis to revise and evaluate the site planning 

approaches included in Guadalajara architecture schools, as well as to examine 

the possibilities of improving the local site planning curricula. 

2.2 The Designer in the Site Planning Process 

Even though site planning involves the participation of different individuals, 

the designer is the person who plays the central role in this process. In the 

Guadalajara region, the architect participates in a broad range of projects that 

include site planning activities. If the architect participates in site planning as a 

designer, it is important to understand the role of this individusil in the site 

planning process. 

This section describes the different roles of the designer as seen by the 

previous authors analyzed. These studies were selected because they are 

commonly-used sources in site planning-related classes in design schools in 

countries such as Canada and The United States. 

• Lynch, Kevin. Site Planning 

The role of the designer in site planning, as seen by Lynch (1984), is 

extremely flexible. This person is involved in all the stages of the project, 

including contact with the client, the site development process, and the transition 
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to the management of the site. With this in mind, he emphasizes three aspects 

upon which the designer should be focused: the paying client, the site, and the 

future user. 

The designer should develop a close relationship with the client and 

understand his/her interests in order to develop a program and clarify the 

objectives of the project. In addition, the designer should be an individual capable 

of interpreting the physical and natural elements of the site as a web of variables 

that offer constraints and opportunities for different uses. For Lynch (1984), user 

needs are not usually taken into account in the site planning process, so the 

designer should try to get in contact with the future user and identify key issues 

that may affect the site planning process. In addition. Lynch (1984) emphasizes 

the need for the designer to know the different aspects of environmental 

behavior. For him, this knowledge is extremely important because the quality of 

human activities is partly determined by the spaces where people live. In this 

context, the designer is able to determine aspects of the quality of life of the 

future user of these spaces. 

Different from other authors. Lynch (1984) insists that the designer should 

not follow any narrow pre-designed checklist in the site planning process. By 

contrast, he states that the designer should be able to identify key aspects of 

client interests, site variables, and user needs in order to develop a systematic 

analysis to guide the site planning process. 
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In summary, Lynch (1984) strongly supports the approach wherein the 

designer becomes a facilitator between the paying client, the site and the future 

user, a facilitator who develops an intuitive attitude capable of defining and 

clarifying the objectives of a problem in order to propose a solution that balances 

the variables involved. 

• Beer, Anne R. Environmental Planning for Site Development 

Beer (1990) makes a distinction between two main ways in which the 

designer may participate in the site planning process. The first refers to a 

traditional approach, wherein the designer should know not only the program and 

the objectives of the project, but also the stages and the techniques required to 

develop the site, as well as the costs that this process will entail. The second way 

refers to the participation of the designer in more complex or larger sites. In this 

case, the designer becomes a facilitator among different teams of consultants 

involved in the site planning process, wherein the designer's main role is to 

coordinate efforts and clarify the objectives of the project. Once this is achieved, 

the designer will resume a traditional role in the site planning process. 

According to Beer (1990), the designer is directly involved in the decision

making process, influenced by two main factors: the financial issues of the 

developer, and the environmental aspects of the site and its surroundings. She 

suggests that this is a conflicting situation because environmental aspects should 

determine all the project's decisions. In this context, the designer becomes aware 

of the project costs and the financial variables of the development, broadening 
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his/her perspective in order to propose lower-cost design options for the 

developer that will also cause the least harm to the environment. 

Beer (1990) agrees with Lynch (1984) that the physical environment 

influences human behavior, so the designer should be able to plan and design 

environments that provide people with satisfactory experiences. 

Finally, the designer, for Beer (1990), is someone capable of 

understanding financial and environmental variables that, when combined with 

good design skills, will produce appropriate design plans. 

• Rubenstein, Harvey M. A Guide to Site Planning and Landscape 

Constmction 

For Rubenstein (1996) the site planner or designer does not have to 

follow, or participate in, all the stages of the site planning process. Instead, the 

designer applies his/her knowledge to one or more aspects of the study, focusing 

upon specific objectives such as a visual analysis, land use plan, or slope 

analysis for a site. 

Rubenstein (1996) emphasizes the need for the designer to study the site 

at three different scales; the site and its surroundings, the site and its different 

parts, and the site at detail scale. 

Similar to Beer (1990), the site planner tries to develop the project in a 

way that responds to the client's Interest, with the least harm to the site and its 

surroundings. In order to accomplish this, he emphasizes the need for the 

designer to become knowledgeable about construction materials, engineering 
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aspects and techniques used in the transformation of the site. Unique from other 

approaches, Rubenstein (1996) proposes to explore and use new technology 

and software applications available for the site planning process. In summary, he 

suggests that if the designer is able to combine and apply new tools in the design 

process, the end product may be more economic and adequate to the site. 

• Dechiara, Joseph. Time-Saver Standards for Site Planning 

According to Dechiara (1984), recollection and interpretation of data to 

create a proposal for the site is the designer's responsibility. Since the objective 

is to produce a site plan that is in harmony with the site, Dechiara stresses the 

importance for the designer to become knowledgeable about the physical, 

natural, and functional variables that this process entails. The methods he 

proposes to accomplish this are included in four general areas: a preliminary 

investigation, analysis of natural conditions, location of the structures, and land 

uses of the site. In addition to these four areas, the designer should be 

knowledgeable about technical construction aspects of site development. Similar 

to Lynch's (1984) approach, Dechiara sees the designer as a person able to read 

the web of variables that determine the constraints and opportunities of the site 

studied. 

Overall, Dechiara (1984) suggests that the role of the designer is mainly 

focused upon the end product, where quality results are determined by the 

technical analyses of the physical, natural, and functional conditions of the site. 
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In summary, understanding the role of the designer not only defines the 

skills and knowledge required for an architect to take part in this process, but 

also defines alternative approaches that could be addressed by the architect 

throughout the site planning process. 

2.3 Site Planning Approaches in Guadalajara Schools of Architecture 

2.3.1. Literature Sources for Classes Related to Site Planning 

As part of this review, available and in-use bibliographic sources were 

reviewed to provide a reference point for content and applications within the 

academic site planning approaches of Guadalajara architecture programs. 

• Prinz, Dieter. Planificacion y Configuracidn Urbana 

Prinz develops an urban planning study, which focuses on urban 

configuration from an architectural approach. His study argues that the 

architecture profession is directly involved in solving urban problems on a variety 

of levels: from building to large and urban scale, and from planning stages to the 

physical configuration of specific urban elements. Based on this premise, the 

study covers criteria related to planning, site inventory, accommodation of 

structures and open spaces layout, and the formal and functional character of 

urban elements. Most of these topics are somewhat related to the site planning 

process, however the majority of them focus on theoretical and formal aspects, 

rather than on criteria for application. 
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The study is organized in two general sections: planning criteria and urban 

configuration. The latter section is closely related to the scope of this thesis 

because it focuses on site scale, describing site analysis and inventory, general 

recommendations for site transformation, and configuration of specific uses such 

as residential, commercial, and industrial. 

Even though Prinz (1984) mentions the importance of including natural, 

social, and physical aspects in the design process, he barely includes physical 

and natural conditions of the site as determinant issues for design. In general, 

Prinz's approach represents an excellent study of urban configuration, urban 

image, and visual integration of new structures in the built environment, 

incorporating formal and functional implications of the design process. 

• Bazant, Jan. Manual de Diseno Urbano 

The focus of Bazant's (1998) work is on urban design criteria and is 

primarily directed to professionals involved in urban and planning decisions. His 

approach is organized in two general sections, which are described as 

preliminary analysis and specific topics of urban design criteria. The preliminary 

analysis section provides approaches in programming aspects, economic 

feasibility issues, and physical characteristics of the site. The second part is 

dedicated to specific topics of urban design describing criteria for zoning 

(densities and land use), utilities layout, and landscape elements. Even though 

most of the criteria described is oriented to planning policies and urban settings, 

the chapters dedicated to site conditions are relevant for this study. In particular, 
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design concepts related to urban image, climate conditions, and physical aspects 

of the site, which are oriented to determine constraints and opportunities to 

develop design solutions. 

These topics are developed either based on regulations, technical 

aspects, or conceptual recommendations for design. 

" Rigotti, Giorgio. Urbanismo, la T^cnica. 

Finally, work undertaken by Rigotti (1955) has been used at the 

Universidad de Guadalajara (UDG) as a basic guide for their site planning-

related classes. This publication is out of print (unavailable in Mexico and the 

United States), there is only one copy at this institution, and its use is restricted to 

the professor responsible for these classes. Given this situation, this publication 

was not included as part of this review. 

Even though approaches to site planning vary from one university to 

another, they tend to coincide with the bibliographic sources used in each of 

these institutions. The three universities studied use Bazant's (1998) book, as the 

principal reference related to this discipline. Differing from the Institute 

Tecnologico y de Estudios Superiores de Occidente (Iteso) and Institute 

Tecnologico y de Estudios Superiored de Monterrey (Itesm) campus 

Guadalajara, UDG uses more than one of these sources, including Prinz (1984) 

and Rigotti (1955) (See Table 1). 
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Table 1: Bibliographic sources related to site planning used in Guadalajara universities 

Bibliographic sources used in Guadalajara universities related to 
site planning 

Bazant, Jan; 
Urban Desian Manual 

Prinz, Dieter; 
Plannina and Urban 
Confiauration 

Rigotti, Giorgio; 
Urbanism. the 
Techniaue 

School 
UDG X X X 
ITESO X 
ITESM X 

2.3.2. The Professional Profiles and Guadalajara Architecture Programs 

• ITESO University 

The Professional Profile in Architecture, Definition and Purpose 

This school defines the professional in architecture as a person able to 

propose new and better solutions to the problems of designing spaces and uses 

of the land. The specific concern of this institution is to make professionals in 

architecture aware of their environment and the problems that it experiences, 

with special attention to the social and technical aspects of design. The 

disciplines described as the basis of this bachelor's degree are sociology, theory 

of architecture, design, urbanism, mathematics, construction, geometry, and 

computation. 

The alumnus of the ITESO is a person able to perform within the 

disciplines of planning, design, and construction in order to transform public and 

private spaces. The areas of specialization that this university identifies within the 

profession are urban design, planning, historic preservation, and urban 

administration. 
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The Architecture Program at ITESO 

While ITESO curricula do not include a site planning class, several 

classes related to this discipline are offered in three courses of study, described 

as major, terminal, and electives. The major area is composed of a total of 60 

classes (329 units) in which program analysis and urbanism (8 units) are related 

to site planning, focussing specifically on studying the needs and activities of the 

user as a way to originate and define the program of a project, and in the areas 

of theory and history of urban planning. 

The terminal courses in urbanism and construction are composed of 6 

classes (44 units) each. One of these two terminals is mandatory for the 

students, but only urbanism incorporates two urban design (12 units) classes 

which include concepts related to site planning. With respect to our topic, they 

include theory and concepts applied to medium or large scale projects. 

The electives area is composed of 21 classes (46 credits required) from 

which two (20 units) are related to site planning. These two classes study the 

financial aspects of urban projects and urban legislation. 

In summary, a total of 73 classes (419 units) is the minimum requirement 

to complete the bachelors degree in architecture and six (40 units) of this total 

seem to be related to site planning (See Table 2). 
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• UDG University 

The Professional Profile in Architecture, Definition and Purpose 

Universidad de Guadalajara defines the professional in architecture as a 

person competent to compose, design, and integrate buildable spaces for human 

activities and needs. The principal focus of this academic institution is to instill 

professionals with special awareness of the complex social and cultural reality in 

which we live. The professional architect is viewed as one who is capable of 

applying theoretical, critical, historical, technical, and humanistic knowledge to a 

variety of design problems. 

The graduate of the Universidad de Guadalajara should be able to 

transform spaces in response to changing needs, and be capable of managing 

complex projects, coordinating a variety of specialists in order to resolve the 

technical problems involved in each project. 

The Architecture Program at UOG 

The UOG curriculum does not include a site planning class. However, as 

In the architecture program at ITESO, undergraduate classes related to this 

discipline are located in three areas. The basic area is composed of 42 classes 

(342 units), of which Urban Design and History of Architecture and Urbanism (66 

units) are related to site planning. These subjects specifically center their 

attention on the design of open spaces and the history of city planning. 

The specialty area is formed by six classes (43 units) from which one 

class (3 units) relates to site planning. Surveying and the interpretation of aerial 
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photography are related to site planning in a way that aids the gathering and data 

interpretation stage. 

The electives area is formed by 112 classes (437 units) from which 14 

units are required. Five of these classes include concepts that relate to our 

interest (24 units). These classes include the design of open spaces, the study of 

urban geography, urban ecology, urban image, and urban centers. These 

classes relate to site planning in that they include large scale projects that require 

programming, land use and zoning assessment, and conceptual site plans. 

In summary, a total of 53 classes (463 units) constitute the minimum 

requirement to complete the bachelor's degree in architecture, of which 15 

classes (93 units) may be related to the discipline of site planning (see table 2). 

• ITESM University 

The Professional Profile in Architecture, Definition and Purpose 

This school identifies it's professionals in the field of architecture as 

people who resolve indoor and outdoor spaces for different human needs, and 

who are able to balance and apply art and science in order to propose solutions 

that are economically and constructively feasible. The specific concern of this 

institution is to educate professionals capable of developing novel and practical 

approaches in the professional environment. 

A graduate of ITESM is a person with solid knowledge in construction and 

project administration skills, a professional who is prepared to continue specialty 
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studies in the fields of history of architecture, planning and urban development, 

landscape architecture, historic preservation, and real state. 

The Architecture Program at ITESM 

Like the previous programs reviewed, this university does not include a 

site planning class but includes classes which relate to this topic. These classes 

are found in the last three from a total of ten semesters of the bachelor's degree 

and are mandatory for all the students in this program. The focus of urbanism, 

theory and methods of urban design, and integrated studio (36 units) relate to 

site planning specifically, on land use and zoning assessments, different scales 

of project, planning infrastructure and transportation. 

In summary, a total of 53 (482 units) classes are required for this 

professional degree and three (36 units) may be related to site planning (table 2). 

2.4. Summary 

In the field of architecture in Guadalajara, site planning is not formally 

taught, but concepts are intermingled in other classes. A summary of the three 

school programs can be seen in table 2. The classes that are somehow related 

to site planning comprise from 7.5% to 20% of the total degree credits. This 

finding reveals the little emphasis that is placed on site planning in the local 

curriculum. 
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Table 2: Site Planning related units in Guadalajara architecture programs 

Units required for the 

architecture degree 

Site planning related 

units % units 

Iteso 419 40 9.5 

UDG 463 93 20 

Itesm 482 36 7.5 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE METHODOLOGY 

The purpose of this section is to outline a methodology that will address 

the issue of lack of site planning in the architecture curricula in Guadalajara and 

how Guadalajara architects perceive this situation. This methodology section will 

specifically deal with site-gathering data procedures and the criteria for the 

selection of a population sample. 

As part of this research, two visits to Guadalajara made possible the 

development and refinement of the instruments used. 

3.1. Site-aatherina Data 

Data was gathered by conducting selective interviews, with Guadalajara 

architects and professors and through the distribution of questionnaires to a 

larger sample of the population. The intent of conducting interviews was to 

identify general aspects of site planning in the field of architecture in 

Guadalajara. After identifying these issues, a questionnaire was developed to 

measure specific aspects related to perceptions about site planning and the 

potential of expanding site planning concepts in the Guadalajara architecture 

programs. 

Interviews were conducted with two groups. The first represented the 

population of Guadalajara architects and the second was formed by professors 

whose classes related to site planning. Open-ended interviews were conducted 
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with the first group (N=14), including students, professors, and professionals. 

Current local approaches in the profession, the strengths and weaknesses of 

Guadalajara architecture schools related to site planning, and opportunities for 

the field of site planning in architecture in Guadalajara were discussed. The 

objective of these interviews was to identify both existing and possible new site 

planning approaches in the architecture profession. The interviews conducted 

with the second group were minimally oriented to discuss site planning concepts 

and applications related to existing classes. The objective of these interviews 

was to identify aspects of site planning approaches in the curricula such as 

concepts, tools, and bibliographic sources used in those classes. 

Information from open-ended interviews served as the basis for the 

development of a questionnaire. Pre-testing of this questionnaire was applied to 

architects and architecture students, resulting in a clearer description of site 

planning concepts. As a result, a visual presentation was developed to describe 

concepts, approaches and applications of site planning as well as to explain 

terms and ideas included in the questionnaire. The slide presentation took about 

eighteen minutes and was undertaken prior to the distribution of these 

questionnaires. This presentation was important in that it served to increase 

participation, communication with the respondents, and to augment the 

percentage of questions answered. 

Three different questionnaires were distributed to three main groups 

representing the Guadalajara architects population: students, professors, and 
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professionals. Students and professors were selected from three different 

universities, and professionals were selected from different Guadalajara 

professional offices. 

Data resulting from these questionnaires will be analyzed using frequency 

methods. By applying this method to architect's use, skills, and importance of site 

planning in the their profession, their perceptions about this discipline will be 

identified. In order to determine the potential of expanding local concepts of site 

planning, information about type of projects, involvement in interdisciplinary 

teams, and tools used in site planning will be analyzed. 

In addition, information from literature review, interviews, and 

questionnaires will be analyzed qualitatively and quantitatively to derive answers 

to the research questions (See Figure 1). Finally, findings w/ill be translated to 

identify the possibility of improving the local site planning curricula. This 

identification will include concepts and tools that may be incorporated into the 

Guadalajara architecture educational profile. 

3.2. Sample Selection Criteria 

Three main groups were identified as the Guadalajara architect 

population: professionals, professors, and students. A professional is considered 

to be any individual with a bachelors' degree in architecture who is in 

professional practice in Guadalajara. Professors and students are identified as 

individuals within an architecture program in a Guadalajara academic institution. 
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As indicated in the literature review, three architecture programs were selected; 

ITESO, UDG, and ITESM. These institutions represent public and private sectors 

that are known to offer distinct local approaches to the architecture profession. 

A total population of (N=127) students, (N=24) professors, and (N=23) 

professionals constitutes the sample population of Guadalajara architects for the 

purposes of this research project. 

Questionnaires 

Methodology 

Literature Review Interviews 

Current Approaches 
(GDL architects) 

Professors 
Site Planning 

related classes 

Perceptions atwut SP 
(GDL architects) 

Architecture 
Professional Profile 

in Guadalajara 

The role of the designer 
in this discipline 

Approaches to 
Site Planning in 

GDL architecture programs 

Open Ended 
Interviews 

(GDL architects) 

Describing Current 
Approaches 

in Site Pl£inning 

Figure 1. Methodology Outline 
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CHAPTER 4 

THE RESULTS 

Effort was made to accurately characterize the studied population. Results 

of this exploratory study presented in this section attempt to provide Guadalajara 

schools with a clearer understanding of architect's perceptions and the 

identification of potentials to expand their site planning curricula. 

The numerical findings presented will represent only what a group of 

professionals, professors, and architecture students think about site planning in 

the architecture profession. From the N=227 questionnaires distributed, a total of 

174 were included in this study, representing a 77% response rate. It is important 

to note that the majority of these participants, particularly the students, 

responded with high interest and participation. Also, that there was a high 

number of responses because questionnaires were distributed person to person 

or in a controlled class environment. 

The following section is divided into three stages. The first describes the 

interviews held with professors whose classes relate to site planning; the second 

contains information regarding the informal interviews performed; and the third 

deals with the results of the questionnaires. 
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4.1. Results from Professors Whose Classes are Related to Site Planning 

" Iteso Interview 

The strategy followed to Identify site planning-related classes was Initiated 

by contacting the Assistant Director of the school. After describing the purpose of 

this research, an interview was then arranged with the professor in charge of the 

urban design class. The following comments are based on the results of this 

interview. 

Urban design studio is the only class in which the students are exposed to 

a more detailed site planning application. However, only the last year students 

within the urban module may enroll in this course. The class takes a medium 

scale site (one-hectare) and develops a site analysis as a basis for a conceptual 

design. Including location of buildings, code requirements, and circulation 

network. Specific exercises, such as slope, runoff, and visual analysis, as well as 

user needs, infrastructure requirements and design of open spaces, are directed 

toward the production of a conceptual site plan. These exercises, procedures 

and concepts are developed using Bazant's approach as the only reference. 

Other classes mentioned in this interview which include specific phases of 

the site planning are the design studio and program analysis. In design studio, 

students undertake a site analysis as a basis for developing a design 

assignment. However, most of the design time is directed to the building and its 

definition (aesthetic, function, technology, and construction). Since medium and 

large scale projects demand longer design processes, it is common to reduce 
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site planning to a summary of the conditions of the site. In these situations, many 

factors of site planning are assumed in order for the students to be able to finish 

the design assignment in the required time. On the other hand, program analysis 

class focuses specifically on user activities and needs as factors that affect the 

program of a project and the design process. 

In general, students' exposure to site planning-related projects take place 

most frequently during advance semesters (7*^ semester and over) and tend to 

be part of the urban design specialty area. 

• UDG Interview 

An interview with the director of this program was key to arranging an 

interview with the professor in charge of urbanism classes. During this interview, 

the professor sounded particularly excited at the possibility of developing new 

approaches to urbanism related issues in architecture education. He stated that 

classes related to site planning are required for this degree. These classes are 

Urban Design Guidelines, Urban Design, Urbanism, and History of Architecture 

and Urbanism. The main focus of these classes is to cover theory, applications, 

and techniques of urban design based on the approaches of Bazant, Printz, and 

Rigotti. Bazant's approach is used as the reference for urban planning criteria, 

particularly aspects of site analysis, zoning, and infrastructure. Printz is employed 

as a guide to study elements of urban configuration in different land uses, such 

as residential, commercial or industrial. Rigotti is studied as the technical 
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reference for issues of infrastructure at different scales and the elements 

involved in the transformation of the site. 

The application of this knowledge is mainly developed in studios where 

students are exposed to different exercises involving a variety of scales and 

scenarios. The specific site planning related exercises included in these studios 

are site analysis, buildings and open spaces layout, land use and zoning 

requirements. 

Traditionally, in this institution, urbanism-related classes have been 

strongly focussed on theory and conceptual aspects of design. However it was 

expressed in the interview that there is a need for practical aspects in these 

issues, mostly in the incorporation of criteria and applications. 

• Itesm 

The bachelor's degree at this institution was initiated in the fall of 1996. By 

the time this interview was performed, the first generation of students was in 7^ 

semester. Even though an urban design class was scheduled for January 2000, 

a professor was not available for this interview. 

4.2. Results of Informal Interviews 

Informal interviews conducted with N=16 Guadalajara architects 

established the basis for further inquiries and design of the questionnaire. The 

'perceptions about site planning' and 'potentials of expanding this knowledge' in 
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the local curricula delivered by the interviewees portrayed different opinions 

about site planning. The majority of interviewees expressed that they have 'good' 

architecture schools which offer strong conceptual design, yet need to include 

new perspectives in their curricula. 

Issues and concerns that were brought up during the interviews include; 

current local approaches in the profession; strengths and weaknesses of 

Guadalajara schools related to site planning; and opportunities for the field of 

architecture and site planning in Guadalajara. 

4.3. Results of Questionnaire 

This result section is divided into three stages. The first describes general 

data from the sample, including number of years in the profession, school where 

these Individuals studied, and academic level achieved. The second stage 

includes data related to architects' perceptions about site planning, specifically 

focusing on its use, importance, and on their site planning skills. The third stage 

includes results of current approaches to site planning, specifically focusing on 

the types of projects in which these individuals usually participate, disciplines 

involved, and the use of tools in this process. 
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4.3.1. General data from the sample 

Question 1. 

Professionals and Professors 

Which is your profession? 

Architect 

Landscape architect 

Civil engineer 

Urban planner or urban designer 

Other 

Question 1. 

Students 

Which are the areas of your interest? 

Construction 

Architecture design proiects 

Urban design or urban ptannino 

Other 

Table 3: Profession Areas of interest (students) 
Answer Professionals Professors Answer Students 

% % % % 
Architecture 78 67 Construction 47 
Civil engineering 9 8 Architecture design 81 
Urban design or 13 17 Urban design or 37 
urban planning urban planning 
Other 0 8 Other 31 

n=23/23 n=24/24 n=varies/127 

Based on the data returned, the group of professionals is composed of 

N=23 participants. Of this group, N=18 are architects (78%), N=2 civil engineers 

(9%), and N=3 identify themselves as urban planners (13%). 

The group of professors is composed of N=24 individuals. N=16 of these 

respondents have a degree in architecture (67%), N=2 in civil engineering (8%), 

and N=4 in urban planning or urban design (17%). 

The group of students is composed of N=127 individuals. The question 

asked of this group had a small variation from the one asked of the other two 

groups. The students were asked to identify their areas of interest while studying 
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the architecture degree. Based on the answers returned, N=59 of the 

respondents expressed their interest in construction (47%); N=103 in architecture 

design (81%); N=47 in urban design or urban planning (37%); and N=40 

individuals expressed their interest in other design-related fields (31%), (see 

table 3). 

Question 2. Professionals and Professors 

Number of years in practice? 

0-5 

6-10 

11-15 

16-20 

More than 20 

Table 4: Years of Practice Semester 
Answer Professionals Professors Answer Students 

% % 1 2 
0-5 4 0 3 2 
6-10 31 42 5 44 
11-15 39 12 7 41 
16-20 9 17 9 11 
More than 20 17 29 
years 

n=23/23 n=24/24 n=127/127 

With the exception of 6 respondents, the individuals included in these 

questionnaires have been involved in the architecture field as student, professor 

or professional for more than two years. Based on the data returned, only one 

respondent, from the group of professionals, has less than five years of 

experience in the professional field (4%); N=7 between 6 to 10 years (31%); N=9 

Question 2. Students 

Semester currently enrolled? 
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between 11 to 15 years (39%); N=2 between 16 to 20 years (9%); and N=4 

respondents have been more than 20 years in practice in this professional field 

(17%). 

A total of N=10 individuals, from the group of professors, responded that 

they had between 6 to 10 years of practice (42%); N=3 between 11 to 15 years 

(12%); N=4 between 16 to 20 years (17%); and N=7 individuals, of the 

professors group, identified themselves as having more than 20 years of practice 

in the field of architecture (29%). 

From the group of architecture students, N=2 individuals are students In 

their first semester of architecture (2%); N=3 in their third (2%); N=56 in their fifth 

(44%); N=52 in their seventh (41%); and a total of N=14 students in the ninth 

semester of their bachelor degree (11%), (see table 4). 

Question 3. Professionals and Professors Question 3. Students 

Where did vou study for vour bachelor's University where vou study: 

degree? . 

Itesm / Iteso / UDG /Somewhere else in 

Guadalajara / Outside Guadalajara 

Table 5: University where you study/studied 
Answer Professionals Professors Students 

ITESO 
UDG 
ITESt^ 
Somewhere else in 
Guadalajara 
Outside Guadalajara 

% 
48 
43 
9 
0 

% 
47 
22 
3 
3 

% 
57 
14 
29 

0 
n=23/23 

0 
n=24/24 n=122/127 
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Answers to question 3 show that the majority of respondents studied in 

local architecture schools. A total of N=11 individuals, from the group of 

professionals, studied at ITESO university (48%); N=10 at UDG (43%); and N=2 

respondents at ITESM campus Monterrey (9%). 

A total of N=15 persons, from the group of professors, studied at ITESO 

(47%); N=7 at the UDG (22%); N=1 at ITESM campus Monterey (3%); and N=1 

respondent at another Guadalajara university (3%). 

From the N=122 students who were questioned, a total of N=70 study at 

ITESO University (57%); N=17 at UDG (14%); and N=35 at ITESM (29%), (see 

table 5). 

Question 4. Professionals and Professors Question 4. Students 

Have vou pursued graduate studies? Are vou planning to continue for graduate 

Yes studies? 

No Yes. Which area? 

No 

Table 6: Graduate Studies 
Answer Professionals Professors Students 

Yes 
No 
Areas related to site 
planning 

% 
35 
65 
n/a 

% 
79 
21 
n/a 

% 
93 
7 

36 

n=23/23 n=24/24 n=126/127 

Question 4 shows that a large percentage of the individuals questioned 

have pursued or, in the case of the students, are planning to pursue graduate 
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studies. From the group of professionals, N=8 have pursued graduate studies 

(35%). In the case of professors, a total of N=19 have this type of degree (79%); 

and a total of N=118 students are planning to cx^ntinue for graduate studies 

(93%); N=46 of this 118 individuals expressed their interest in a site planning-

related field (36%) such as urban design, planning, or landscape architecture 

(See Table 6). 

4.3.2. Data Related to Measurement of Local Perceptions about Site 

Planning 

Question 5. 

From the projects in wtiich vou have partidpated. wtiat percentage have required site planning 

i<now1edqe? 

1°/o-25% 26%-S0% 51%-75% 76%-1Q0% (If 0% leave a blank response) 

Table 7: Projects Related to Site Planning 
Answer Professionals Professors Students Mean Std.Dev. 

% % % % 
1-25% 0 17 23 13.0 9.42 
26-50% 35 31 29 31.7 2.49 
51-75% 39 26 31 32.0 5.35 
76-100% 26 26 17 23.3 3.77 

n=23/23 n=23/24 n=125/127 
* See Graphic No. 1, Appendix D 

Based on the returned data, there is a high percentage of architects' 

projects that involve site planning knowledge. Of the N=23 responses from the 

professionals group, a total of N=8 identify involvement t>etween 26-50% in 

projects related to site planning (35%); a total of N=9 between 51-75% (39%); 

and a total of N=6 respondents believe that more than 76% of their projects have 

involved site planning knowledge (26%). 
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Of the N=24 respondents who represent the population of architecture 

professors, N=4 consider that less than 25% of their projects have involved site 

planning knowledge (17%); a total of N=7 identify their projects tietween of 26-

50% (31 %); N=6 between 51-75% (26%); and a total of N=6 believe that more 

than 75% of their projects have involved site planning knowledge (26%). 

Of the N=125 responses, which represent the population of students, 

N=28 consider that less than 25% of their school projects have required site 

planning knowledge (23%); N=36 believe between 26-50% (29%); N=39 

individuals consider between 51-75% (31%); and a total of N=22 respondents 

believe that more than 75% of their projects have involved site planning 

knowledge (17%) (See Table 7). 

Question 6. 

How do vou evaluate the site planning skills in Guadalajara architects' alumni / students? 

Defident Satisfactory Very good Excellent 

Table 8: How do you evaluate your skills in Site Planning? 
Answer Professionals Professors Students Mean Std.Dev. 

% % % % 
Deficient 39 19 52 36.0 14.45 
Satisfactory 53 57 38 48.7 7.59 
Very Good 8 19 9 12.7 5.91 
Excellent 0 5 1 2.7 3.09 

n=23/23 n=21/24 n=123/127 
* See Graphic No.2, Appendix D 

Of the N=23 responses which represent the group of professionals, a total 

of N=9 individuals see as deficient the alumni skills in site planning (39%); N=12 
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believe alumni are satisfactorily prepared (53%); and a total of N=2 qualify alumni 

skills at a very good level (8%). 

Of the N=21 responses which represent the group of professors, a total of 

N=4 responses see as deficient the alumni skills in site planning (19%); N=12 as 

satisfactorily prepared (57%); N=4 as very good (19%); and a total of N=1 

respondent believe that the alumni site planning skills are excellent (5%). 

Of the group of students, represented by N=123 respondents, a total of 

N=64 evaluate their own skills as defident (52%); N=47 qualify their skills as 

satisfactory (38%); a total of N=11 identify their skills as very good (9%); and N=1 

respondent believe that their site planning skills are excellent (1 %) (See Table 8). 

Question 7. 

Do vou think it is imix)rtant for an architect to know site planning? 

Not important Recommended Important Essential 

Table 9: How important is Site Planning for an Architect? 
Answer Professionals Professors Students Mean Std.Dev. 

% % % % % 
Not Important 0 0 0 0.0 0.00 
Recommended 0 0 3 1.0 1.80 
Important 35 17 41 31.0 22.27 
Essential 65 83 56 68.0 30.19 

n=23 n=24 n=127 
* See Graphic No.3, Appendix D 

For question 7, of the N=22 responses which represent the population of 

Guadalajara professionals in architecture, N=8 identify site planning as important 

for an architect (35%); and N=15 consider this knowledge is essential for these 

professionals (65%). 
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Of the N=22 responses which represent the population of Guadalajara 

professors in architecture, N=4 identify site planning as important for an architect 

(17%); and N=20 consider this knowledge is essential for these professionals 

(83%). 

From the group of students, N=4 identified site planning as recommended 

for an architect (3%); N=52 resporxjents think this knowledge is important for 

these professionals (41%); and N=71 t)elieve that site planning is essential for an 

architect (56%), (See Table 9). 

4.3.3. Data Related to Measurement of Site Planning Current Approaches 

Question 8. Professionals Question 8. Professors and Students 

From the followina tvoe of oroiects. in wt)icti do From the followina tvoe of oroiects. wtiich are 

vou usuallv oartidoate? usuallv included in vour class? 

Buildina Buildina 

Buildina restoration Buildina restoration 

Ooen soace Ooen soace 

Urban enaineerina Urban enaineerina 

Urban desian Urban desian 

Urtian olannino Urt)an olannina 

Table 10: Type of Project 
Answer Professionals Professors Students Mean Std.Dev. 

% % % 
Building 70 63 91 74.7 11.90 
Restoration 13 35 45 31.0 13.37 
Open Space 56 62 45 54.3 7.04 
Urban Engineering 17 12 3 10.7 5.79 
Urt)an Design 43 50 27 40.0 9.63 
Urt>an Planning 26 29 14 23.0 6.48 

n=varies/23 n=varies/24 n=varies/127 
* See Graphic No. 4, Appendix D 
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Question 8 requested Guadalajara architects to indicate the type of project 

in which they are usually involved. According to responses to this question, it is 

common that architects participate in projects larger than building scale. 

The N=23 individuals who represent the group of professionals identified 

their involvement as follows: N=16 respondents are usually involved in building 

projects (70%); N=3 in building restoration projects (13%); N=13 in open space 

(56%); N=4 in urban engineering (17%); N=10 in urban design (43%); and N=6 in 

planning (26%), (See Table 10). 

From the N=24 individuals who represent the group of professors, N=15 

believe that building types of projects are typically included in their class (63%); 

N=6 identify building restoration as a project commonly included in their class 

(25%); N=15 include open space (62%); N=3 urban engineering (12%); N=12 

urban design (50%); N=7 include planning as a regular project taught in their 

classes (29%), (See Table 10). 

The N=127 individuals who represent the group of students, identified their 

involvement as follows: N=116 think that building has been included in their class 

(91%); N=57 individuals recognize building restoration as a type of project 

regularly included in their school projects (45%); N=57 named open space (45%); 

N=4 urban engineering (3%); N=34 urban design (27%); and N=18 planning 

(14%). 



Question 9. Professionals and Students 

Which of the followinQ disciplines are directly 

involved in the type of proiects in which vou 

partidpate? 

Landscape architecture 

Urt>an design 

Civil enQineerino 

Planning 

52 

Question 9. Professors 

Which of the following disdplines are directly 

involved in the proiects that vou teach in 

school? 

Landscape architecture 

Urban design 

Civil engineering 

Planning 

Table 11: Disciplines directly involved in ttie proiects where you participate 
Answer Professionals Professors Students Mean Std.Oev. 

% % % % 
Landscape 41 36 8 28.3 14.52 
Architecture 
Urt>an Design 25 45 9 26.3 14.73 
Civil Engineering 75 21 11 35.7 28.11 
Planning 8 25 3 12.0 9.42 

n=varies/23 n=varies/24 n=varies/127 
* See Graphic IVo.5, Appendix D 

Responses from question 9 show the level at which architects directly 

work with other disciplines. From the group of professionals, the responses to 

this question are described as follows; N=9 included landscape architecture 

(41%); N=6 included urt>an design (25%); N=17 individuals identified civil 

engineering (75%); and N=2 persons included planning as a disdpline that is 

usually related to the projects that they develop (8%). 

From the N=24 individuals that represent the group of professors, N=9 

identified landscape architecture (36%); N=11 urban design (45%); N=5 civil 

engineering (21 %); and N=6 named planning as a disdpline directly related to 

the projects that they teach at school (25%). 
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Student relation to other disciplines resulted as follows; N=10 individuals 

from N=127 participants included landscape architecture (8%); N=11 named 

urban design (9%); N=14 urban engineering (11%); and N=4 identified planning 

as a disdpline which is directly related to the projects in which they have been 

involved (3%), (See Table 11). 

Question 10. 

Do you know or are vou a user of any of these tools? 

Advanced CAD (Softdesk. Landcadd. ArchiCad. etc.) or 

Geographical Infoimation Systems (Gis) or 

Geographic Positionino Systems fGPS) or 

Total Stations 

Table 12: Do you know or are you a user of any of these tools? 
Answer Professionals Professors Students Mean Std. Dev. 

% % % % % 
1 do not know 9 12 7 9.3 2.05 
these tools 
1 know these tools 82 88 91 87.0 3.74 
1 use these tools 9 0 2 4.83 3.90 

n=23 n=24 n=127 
* See Graphic No.6, Appendix D 

Based on the returned data, a high percentage of individuals know these 

tools, however the number of users is very low. From the group of professionals 

represented by a group of N=23 participants, N=2 individuals believe that they do 

not know what these tools are (9%); a total of N=19 know these tools (91 %); and 

N=2 individuals were identified as users (9%), (see table 12). 
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From the group of professors represented by N=24 persons, N=3 

individuals of this group responded that they do not know these tools (12%); and 

N=21 know what they are (88%). 

Of the group of students, represented by N=127 individuals, N=9 do not 

know these tools (7%); N=116 responded that they know them (91%); and N=3 

noted that they are users of these tools (2%) (See Table 12). 

Question 11 

How important is it that architecture atumni know and manage these tools? 

Not important Recommended Important Essential 

Table 13: How important is to know these tools for an architect? 
Answer Professionals Professors Students Mean Std.Dev. 

% % % 
Not Important 0 0 3 1.0 1.41 
Recommended 17 12 3 10.7 5.79 
Impwrtant 52 71 59 60.7 7.85 
Essential 31 17 35 27.7 7.72 

n=23 n=24 n=125 
* See Graphic No. 7, Appendix D 

Based on the returned data, the majority of respondents cxsnsider these 

tools as important for architecture alumni. Of the N=23 responses, which 

represent the group of professionals, a total of identified these tools as 

recommended (17%); a total of N=12 t)elieve they are important (52%), and a 

total of N=7 consider these tools are essential for architecture alumni (31%). 

The group of professors responded as follows; N=3 noted that this 

knowledge is recommended for architecture alumni (12%); N=17 state that this 
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knowledge is important (71%); and N=4 believe that these tools are essential 

(17%). 

Of the N=127 responses, which represent the group of students, a total of 

N=4 individuals consider this knowledge is not important for architecture alumni 

(3%); N=4 believe that the use of these tools is recommended (3%); N=73 

responded that these tools are important (59%); and N=44 p)erceive these tools 

to be essential for architecture alumni (35%), (See Table 13). 

Question 12. 

Should these tools t)e included in the curricula? 

Yes 

Table 14: Should these tools be included In the curricula? 
Answer Professionals Professors Students Mean Std.Dev. 

% % % 
Yes 76 67 89 77.3 9.03 
No 24 33 11 22.7 9.03 

n=23 n=24 n=125 
• See Graphic No. 8, Appendix D 

In question 12, there is a general acceptance of the introduction of new 

tools into architecture curricula. A total of N=16 of the N=21 responses, which 

represent the group of professionals, identified that these tools should be 

included in their cumcula (76%). 

Data returned from the group of professors shows that N=14 of N=22 

respondents also stated that these tools should be included in the architecture 

curricula (67%). 
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N=94 of N=122 total students who responded to this question have the 

same opinion about including these tools in their curricula (89%), (See Table 14). 

Question 13. 

Do you think a site Ptannina dass should be incorporated into the architecture curricula? 

Yes / No 

Table 15: 
Do you think a Site planning class should be included in ttie architecture schools 
curricula? 
Answer Professionals Professors Students Means Std.Dev. 

% % % % 
Yes 97 78 92 89.0 8.04 
No 3 22 8 11.0 8.04 

n=23 n=23 n=116 
* See Graphic No.9, Appendix D 

Responses to question 13, indicate that of the N=23 responses which 

represent the group of professionals, a total of N=22 consider that a site planning 

class should be included in the architecture curricula; a total of N=1 person 

answered negatively to this question (3%). 

According to the data returned from the professors' group, a total of N=18 

individuals answered positively to this question (78%); and N=5 responded 

negatively to the idea of including a site planning class in their architecture 

curricula (22%). 

N=116 students responded to this question. The resp)onses of this group 

registered N=107 individuals who consider that this dass should be Included in 

the architecture curricula (92%); and N=9 respondents answered negatively to 

this question (8%), (See Table 15). 
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CHAPTER 5 

DISCUSSION 

Given the exploratory nature of this study, a triangulation between the 

results from questionnaires, interviews, and the literature review will be used to 

guide this section. Questionnaires were specifically directed toward 

understanding the perceptions of Guadalajara architects about site planning, and 

the identification of possibilities for expanding the local curricula in architecture 

schools. Interviews with professors served as a reference to identify current 

approaches in schools, and to analyze the possibility of introducing new concepts 

into the education profile. The literature review is used to describe the ideas of 

the authors that relate to this discussion. 

General results of this study indicate that site planning is considered by 

Guadalajara architects as part of their profession, current academic approaches 

already cover some aspects of site planning, and professional practice and 

academic programs differ in their ways of dealing with site planning as a 

discipline. 

5.1 The Perceptions of Guadalaiara Architects 

Use levels, skills, and importance were the three aspects proposed to 

measure the perceptions of the Guadalajara architect's population with respect to 
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site planning as a way to identify the potential of expanding site planning 

concepts in the architecture profession. 

Survey results (Question 5) demonstrates strong agreement among the 

three groups of architect's population in relation to their regular use of site 

planning concepts. Although students' and professors' responses generally 

agree, there is a difference, indicating that students are less exposed to these 

concepts than their professor's believe. In contrast, architects in professional 

practice are heavily involved in applying site planning concepts and techniques. 

These results clearly illustrate that there is an imbalance between how schools 

educate students and what is required in professional practice. Since 

professionals indicate that the use of site planning is much higher than the 

amount of education in site planning provided by schools, it suggests that the site 

planning curricula should be increased to resolve this disparity. 

An increase in site planning curricula is important because it may enable 

Guadalajara architects to participate in a broader variety of projects, expand their 

vision to manage different scales and complexities of projects in a more integral 

way, as well as to face different scenarios that demand their participation not only 

as designers but also as facilitators. In addition, the fact that architects practice 

this discipline so regularly, academic programs include some of these aspects, 

and authors identify architecture as one of the professions directly involved in this 

process, suggests that site planning is considered a regular activity and should 

be considered more seriously as part of the architecture profession. Finally 
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increased attention to site planning in the academic environment is important 

because it may represent the possibility of expanding architecture as a 

profession. 

Responses regarding Guadalajara architects' skills in site planning 

demonstrate that the majority of the sample graded these skills between deficient 

(36%) and satisfactory (48%), the two lowest of the four categories of response. 

The academic population (students and professors), expressed the largest 

disagreement among groups' opinions. While professors evaluated students with 

the highest grade, students evaluated themselves with the lowest grade among 

groups' respondents. On the other hand, almost 50% of professionals and 

professors agree that their preparation is satisfactory. In addition, professionals 

and students agree that a low percentage of alumni / students have very good or 

excellent skills. Despite this difference, the data indicates that the architects' 

population surveyed assesses these skills relatively low. 

In contrast to the opinion of the reviewed authors, who assign a high 

Importance to good skills as key in this discipline, schools do not adequately 

prepare students in this aspect. This disparity suggests that abilities need to be 

reinforced in the academic curricula. The idea of improving skills as a way to 

offer better responses becomes extremely significant in a context where the 

designer's abilities strongly determine the success of the site plan and the quality 

of the spaces where human activities would take place. 
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Results describing the importance of this knowledge to an architect show 

that the majority of respondents consider site planning as highly important for 

their profession (99%). Even though the group of professionals and students 

closely agree with this opinion, the group of professors expressed a different 

perception. The majority (83%) of professors considered site planning knowledge 

as essential. The reason for such a high evaluation may be based on the idea 

that they understand site planning as a process that offers criteria that provide 

the basis for design. Also, the fact that the architects' population sees site 

planning as important and the positive response (Q13) to including a site 

planning class in the architecture curriculum contradicts the current position of 

schools, which only teach what seem to be scattered pieces of this discipline. 

Since site planning is a process that can stand alone as a discipline due to 

its complexity and importance, it suggests that it has to be seen as a whole piece 

instead of as an isolated criteria that only interfaces occasionally with project 

decisions. The option of adopting this discipline in a more integral manner offers 

the opportunity to develop a systematic approach to the design process that may 

represent the generation of new perspectives in the professional and academic 

environment. 

In summary, Guadalajara architects indicate that site planning is 

considered to be part of their profession, that their skills require improvement, 

and that this knowledge is highly important to their profession. 
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5.2. The Current Approaches about Site Planning 

Type of project, interdisciplinary involvement, and use of tools, as well as 

review of academic programs and professors' interviews are the aspects 

identified as a way to define current approaches. This identification was 

important to this study because it was considered a way to establish the 

possibility of introdudng new concepts into the Guadalajara architecture 

curricula. 

Survey results show that Guadalajara architects participate in a broad 

sample of projects (Q8). Even though the three groups show a similar pattern in 

their responses, the groups including students and professors do not agree on 

the number of types of projects taught at school. While professors believe that a 

more balanced scope between building and urt>an-related issues is taught, 

students perceive a concentration on building and preservation types of projects. 

The difference between students' and professionals' opinions show that urban-

related issues are used more in practice than they are currently taught in 

academia. 

The fact that the architects participate in various types of projects and 

schools train students for different scales and scenarios confirms that architects 

deal with a broader scope than a simple building approach. Since these scopes 

are taught based on bibliographic sources that focus on the large urban scale, 

suggests a gap between two extreme scales, the building and the city, where the 
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site is mainly defined by a general site analysis and a set of urban aspects 

established in the site surroundings. 

Data from questionnaire (Q9) shows that the three groups perceive 

exposure to interdisciplinary participation in the projects that they develop 

differently. The group of professionals shows the highest interdisciplinary 

participation, where exposure to civil engineering records the highest percentage. 

In contrast, students do not agree with professors regarding the amount of 

Interdisciplinary exposure experienced during school projects, perceiving the 

direct exposure with other professionals to be extremely low. On the other hand, 

students' opinions compared with professionals' responses show a difference 

that suggests a gap in the curricula regarding interdisciplinary exposure to the 

students. 

The fact that architects are in charge of projects that involve site planning 

decisions, and site planning is interdisciplinary by its own nature, suggests that it 

is Important that the architect's education should include interdisciplinary training. 

In this context, the possibility of introducing site planning as a class may be an 

opportunity that offers an organized approach to increasing this interdisciplinary 

exposure. 

The three groups generally agree regarding the use of tools in site 

planning. Data shows that the majority of architects' population knows these 

tools, in contrast to a low number of users. Additional data shows that the 

majority (88%) of the interviewed population considers these tools important or 
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essential for an architect and that their use should be included as a class in the 

architecture curricula (77%). Also, reviewed authors describe the use of tools as 

important to facilitate complex analysis where a systematic approach is required, 

suggesting that their use will become mandatory for site planning studies. 

The importance of incorporating these tools goes beycnd the simple fact 

of learning a technique or computer software. In Guadalajara, where a 

Geographic Information System will be implemented at state level for public 

consultation in December 2000, it may represent new perspectives in the 

architecture profession. In a context where resources available to develop a 

project are usually restricted and where acquisition of information is many times 

as expensive as the development of the project itself, this new availability of 

information could strongly impact new ways of approaching the development of 

projects as well as designer decisions along the site planning process. 

In summary, current approaches to site planning in Guadalajara indicate 

that architects deal with a broad scope of projects, which require additional 

considerations to the traditional building approach. They also indicate that 

interdisciplinary training may be encouraged in their education, and that 

incorporation of tools for site planning may open new alternatives for design in 

this profession. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS 

6.1. Conclusions 

This study examined Guadalajara architects' perceptions of site planning 

and their current academic approaches in order to determine the potential of 

expanding site planning concepts in their profession and the possibility of 

introducing new concepts into their education profile. 

The use of quantitative and qualitative methods was useful to guide this 

research in an integral manner. Quantitative techniques allowed the making of 

generalizations in order to understand the perceptions of Guadalajara architects, 

while qualitative criteria revealed a complex context and dynamics in which it was 

possible to locate the problem. 

In an attempt to answer the research questions, the following statements 

describe the findings of this study: 

Based on Guadalajara architects' perception of site planning, it is inferred 

that there is a high potential for expanding site planning concepts within their 

profession. This statement is based on the fact that site planning concepts are 

highly practiced by Guadalajara architects, its knowledge is considered extremely 

important for their profession and they consider that their abilities in this subject 

could be improved. These perceptions indicate a clear demand for site planning 

knowledge within their profession. 
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Based on the current approaches examined during this study, it was found 

that there is a high possibility of introducing new site planning concepts into the 

local architecture curricula. This affirmation is based on the fact that Guadalajara 

architects are involved in a wide variety of projects that demand a systematic and 

interdisciplinary approach as well as the need for leaming appropriate tools in 

this discipline. 

Additional findings from the data obtained during this study reveal 

similarities among universities in the way they engage site planning issues: the 

classes related to this subject, the bibliographic sources they use, and the type of 

exercises included. Such similarity may suggest that academic approaches tend 

to be conservative, with innovations in site planning applications seldom 

introduced. In addition, literature sources and class exercises that these schools 

use show that current site planning approaches are largely determined by 

conceptual aspects rather than applications. Also, these approaches are focused 

on urban design and configuration, while site planning is addressed in isolated 

pieces such as site or user analysis. Even though schools include medium scale 

projects, the major attention seems to be maintained on two extreme scales: the 

building and the urban setting. 

By reviewing seminal and local bibliographic sources used for site 

planning related classes, two main aspects become evident. First, a general 

absence of site development issues, which can result in poor functionality, low 

quality of spaces, expensive solutions, or even unnecessary environmental 
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damage. Second, the site is studied from an urban context rather than from the 

conditions determined by the site variables. In this case, if the site is seen from a 

large context, understanding of the site is driven by external elements such as 

infrastructure and zoning requirements that condition design solutions from a 

larger and conceptual scale without compromising full understanding of the site. 

Such as In contrast, if the site is seen from inside, opportunities and constraints 

become an integral part of a design, which responds internally (site, user, client) 

and externally to its immediate context. 

6.2. Recommendations 

Given the exploratory character of this study and considering that the 

sample was not randomly selected, findings cannot be generalized and any 

recommendations of this study should be hypothetically addressed. If the sample 

had been randomly selected and the study had revealed findings like the ones 

shown in this study, recommendations similar to the following would have been 

suggested. 

6.2.1. Implementation in Guadalajara Architecture Academic Curricula 

Since site planning is a broad discipline and schools already include some 

concepts in coursework toward the bachelor's degree, it is important to increase 

the amount of this knowledge taught in schools. One way of doing this may be by 

using existing site planning-related classes as a starting point. By reinforcing and 
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restructuring the content of these classes, a group of site planning modules can 

be implemented, adding specific site planning concepts to the existing class 

framework. Another way might be to implement a new class. If design studio is 

the place where concepts and criteria are applied, it offers an excellent 

opportunity to implement a site planning-oriented studio. This class might focus 

on the identified weaknesses, such as the management of medium scale sites, 

site development issues, the incorporation of tools, and the promotion of 

interdisciplinary participation. 

Since schools educate individuals to practice the profession, this study 

suggests a revision of site planning skills from the professional practice point of 

view. Analysis from the professional sector can aid in the identification of the 

abilities that need to be evaluated in academia. Undergraduate students can be 

evaluated to diagnose academic deficiencies from the point of view of the 

professional sector. Involving academic advisors in the identification of strengths 

and weaknesses will provide criteria to determine the skills that need to be 

improved and to establish the level of knowledge that needs to be addressed. 

This concept of level of knowledge will determine if the architect needs to be an 

expert or just needs general information of site planning criteria. 

Another important consideration is to determine who needs to be 

educated with this knowledge. Understanding the roles that professionals, 

students, and professors play in the academic environment may offer a way to 

identify key participants in the implementation stage. Professionals usually 
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maintain their activity in the practice sector with occasional involvement in the 

education process, playing a quasi-external role. While students represent the 

future professionals, their role in education is transitory and mostly receptive. In 

contrast, professors play an integral and permanent role in shaping these future 

professionals in architecture who will occupy positions in the professional and 

academic sector. Therefore, it is highly important to direct education efforts at 

professors, who will in turn disseminate this knowledge to future professionals. 

Finally, it is important to consider what other institutions in other regions 

are doing in relation to this subject. The identification of alternative approaches, 

concepts, and applications of site planning in architecture may contribute to 

improve site planning in the architecture curricula. 

In summary, it is recommended that this problem should not be addressed 

in a unidirectional manner, but from different perspectives instead. This will allow 

focusing in different aspects such as the incorporation of a site planning class, 

the reinforcement of the existing class structure and the education of the 

professors with this knowledge. This focus may ensure a strong impact upon the 

education of architects. 
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6.2.2. Further Research 

The present study's findings suggest two lines of future research needs. 

The first relates to the magnitude of the study, and the second to consider a 

different perspective. 

If development of further study would maintain a local approach, it is 

suggested that the use of quota sampling would better represent population 

groups (students, professors, and professionals). Also, it is suggested that there 

is a need to identify and evaluate, in greater detail, specific site planning 

applications and concepts that are relevant to architects' practice. In contrast, if 

further research would occur according to a regional or even a national 

approach, it is recommended to translate qualitative aspects of this research into 

quantitative instruments toward the development of a survey that could facilitate 

the generalization of findings. 

Assuming that the practical sector strongly shapes the architect's 

professional profile, the second line of research suggests the study of the 

problem from the practitioner's point of view, with special emphasis on use, 

needs and deficiencies. In this way, niches and site planning trends related to 

architecture can be identified and translated into applications in the academic 

environment. 
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APPENDIX A 

GUADALAJARA ARCHITECTURE ACADEMIC PROGRAMS 
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• Juslillcacion de la carrera 

• Perfil del ceresado 

• Mercado laboral v camoo de trabaio 

• Mision del ITCSO 

• Plan dc estudios de la carrgra 

Justiflcacion El crccimienlo aoclerado de la pobiacion y las caracteristicas urban as generdas a 
dc la carrera economicas y sociaJes de nuestro pais en el conlexto de la oconomia global reuk 

soiuciones a los problemas del diseno de los espacios y ios usos del suelo. 

El Arquitecio es el profesionista que reune la salisfaccion de las necesidades rela 
HabitaL coo creathidad. expresioa y arte. Disefia. planifica y apUca soiuciones k 
del bombre con su medio ambienle natural. 

El ITESO proniue\'e la fonnacion de Arquiiectos conocedores de su medio y la p 
capaces de presentar altemati^ as que conduacan a su solucion. Esta meta exige u 
arquiteclonico como parte de un fenomcno social y que lo abarque en sus diferen 

La Licenciatura en Arquilectura del ITESO se fiindamenla principalmente en las 
Sociologia 

Antropologia 

Teon'a de la Arquilectura 

Compostcion Arquilecionica 

L'rbanismo 

Construccion 

Matemalicas 

Geometria £>escripti\-a 
Compulacion 

PerfU del EI Arquitecto egresado del ITESO es una persona capaz de aplicar las diferentes 
egresado graflca. la planeacidn. la proyeccion y la constniccion coo la intencion de produc 

piiblicos y privados de acuerdo a las necesidades del desarroUo social de nuestro 

El Profesional-Arquitecio esta Uamado a asumir cargos dc responsabilidad tecnic 
grupos que iaciden en la transfonnacion del espacio pubUco y pm^ado y su equip 
nacionales y/o extranjeras. en instituciones piiblicas y pri%'adas. en el ambito acac 
labor profesional individual. Ademas. se caracteriza por su capacidad de liderazg 
bumana y por su compromiso social. 

IVfcrcado laboral EI Profesional-Arquitecio egresado del ITESO puede ejerccr su carrera como pn 
y campo de calculista. administrador. promolor. dibujanle. leorico-doccnie. valuador o disefi; 
trabajo 

A nivel de especialidad, el Arquitecto puede desempedarse como Disefiador Urb 



Las asienaturas de la carrera de Arquilectura del 
ITESO. se ban clasiilcado en cinco areas de 
fonnacidn. de acuerdo con su fiincion geoOTca. 
indepeodientemenle de su disciplina de ongen: 

• Area Ba<ica 
• .'Vrea Mavor 
• Artra Minioi 
• .'Viea de Fofui3cnSu lutearal 
• Vt ea de Ouciou l emiujal 

I Lista de asignaturas Creditof 

jlntroduccioa a la unKcrsidad 4 

iUsoyapltcaciondebeTTamientas ^ 
'computacionales 

Total de crMitos para el area baaica: 8 

Lista de asignaturas ICrMHos 

iRealidad nacional I 5 

'Rcaiidad nacional 11 j4 

Culnira nacionai 1 4 

CuJtura nacional 11 4 

Sociologia 1 8 

Sociologia fl 4 

Caltun nacionai III 4 

Matcmaticas 4 

Constniccion I 2 

Construccion II 3 

Constniccioa m 3 

Constmccion IV 3 

Coostniccion V 6 

Constnjccion VI :6 

Constniccioa VII 6 

Estructuras I 6 

Estructuras II 6 

Estructuras HI 6 

lEsUiicturas IV }6 
fstnicturas V ^ 

Estnicturas VI 6 

Instalaciones I 14 

Instalaciones n .4 

Analisis de pro gram as I 14 



Teoria de la arquitcctura 11 4 

Teoria de la arquitectura III 4 

Teoria de la arquitectura IV 4 

Mistoria de la arquitectura 1 4 

iHistoria de la arquitectura II 4 

^listoria de la arquitectura III 4 

jHistoria de la arquitectura FV i4 

Dibujo I 4 

Dibujo II 4 

|Dibujo tecnico 1 4 

;1Dibujo tecnico II 4 

IRepresentacion graiica I 4 

llepreseotacion graiica II 4 

iGeometria descriptiva I 6 

Gtiometria descriptiva 11 6 

Taller de composicion 1 8 

jTallcr de composicion Q i8 

iTallerdecomposicida m ;8 

Taller dc composicion IV 8 

Taller de composicion V 8 

Taller de composicion VI 8 

Taller de composicion VTI 8 

Urbanismo 4 

Asentamientos bumanos 1 4 

A.scnlamicnlos humanos II 4 

Total de crMHfM para ci area 
mayor: 

El aiumno dcbera clegir una de las siguienles 
tcnninalcs; 

Terminal dc asentamienlos hunanos. 

Lista dc aaignaturas Creditos 

TaiJcr dccomposicion VIII A 8 

Tallcr dc composicion DC A 8 

Discdo urfoano I 6 

Dtscdo urfoano 11 6 

Ascntamientos humanos HI 8 

Ascnlamicnlos humanos IV 8 

Total de creditos temiBal de ^ 
ascntaraiciitos bananos: 



Talkrdc composicion VIII B 8 

;TaUer de composicion LX B 8 

iEstnicturas VII 8 

jEstnicturas VUl 8 

jCooslniccida VIII 6 

jConstniccion EX 6 

Total dc crMHm terminal de 
constmccion: 44 

jEl alumno dcbcra elegir algunas de las 
isifuicntes asignaturas para completar un 1 
jminimo de 90 credhot en el Area Menon | 

1 Ljsta dc asignaturas 
ioptati\'as; 

Creditos 

iLegislacion ambiental 4 

Arquilectura empresahal 4 

i Inlroduccion al patrimonio 
jarquitoctonico ini>ano 6 

1 Aspoctos Gnancieros de pimectos 
'urfoanos 

8 

jCostos dc proyectos urbanos 8 

: Aspectos Gnaiicicros dc la constniccion 
y gestioa de x-nienda 

8 

Bases para el anaiisis de la arquilccnira 
: regional 4 

Investigacion y practicas de materia'es 6 

Prcsupucstos con apoyo computaciooal 8 

;Teona sistonica 4 

'Laboratorio de resistencia I 4 

Laboralorio de resistencia II 4 

; Arquilectura barroca mexicaiia 4 

Ecoiogia 4 

Fotogralla I 8 

Fologralia 11 4 

Factores humanos en cl proceso de 
disedo 4 

Jardinen'a I 6 

Jardiuen'a U 6 

Teoria superior de la arquilectura 4 

Legislacion urbana 4 



'Introduccion al problema del hombre 8 

jlntroduccion >I problema social 8 

1 Total de crMitos obligatorio*: 16 

El alumno dcbcra elegir una asignatura de cada 
UDo dc lo9 siguientes TEMAS CARDINAIXS: 

Tema cardinal 1: El bombre y su mundo. 

Usta dc asignaturas CrMhoa 

jDesanoUo dc habilidades del 
ipcnsainiento 

8 

jSensibilizacion 8 

jSentimientos y emociones humanas 8 

Musicoterapia 8 

ilnlegracion dc la persona a Iraves de ia 
idanza y ei movmiienlo 

8 

jEducacion de la sexuaikUd 8 

: Valorcs sexuales y liberlad personal 8 

iDesarroUo del potencial humano 8 

IDesaiToUo de la autoconstniccioD de 
'crilerio 8 

DesarroUo de la autoestima 8 

:Depc>ne y desam>Uo humane 8 

Bioenergetica 8 

;La nueva salud y desarroUo humano 

:Psicodrama 

8 

8 

.Oinamica de gnipos 8 

El origen del bombre 8 

Introduccion a la astronomia 8 

Ecologia ambiental 8 

Conservacioa de los rccorsos naturales y 
mqoramiento del ambiente 8 

:Paradigmas cientiGcos del siglo XX 8 

;DesaiToUo Global suslentabie 8 

iTecnologia y sociedad 8 

Tecnologfa al1ema(i\ a 8 

1 CrMHot optativo* del tema cardinal 
1; 8 
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APPENDIX B 

LITERATURE REVIEW AUTHOR'S TABLE OF CONTENTS 
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LITERATURE REVIEW AUTHORS - TABLE OF CONTENTS 

CONCEPT 
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SITE PLANNER -ATTITUDE, ROLES • • 
CRITICAL THINKING • # • • • 
SPTEAM # # 

SITE INVENTORY ANALYSIS AND 
SELECTION 

NATURAL • • • • • SITE INVENTORY ANALYSIS AND 
SELECTION CULTURAL • • • • « 
SITE INVENTORY ANALYSIS AND 
SELECTION 

PHYSICAL • • • • # 

SITE INVENTORY ANALYSIS AND 
SELECTION 

AESTHETK: • # 

SITE INVENTORY ANALYSIS AND 
SELECTION 

SITE ANALYSIS • • # # « 

SITE INVENTORY ANALYSIS AND 
SELECTION 

RESOURCE ANALYSIS • • • • 

SITE INVENTORY ANALYSIS AND 
SELECTION 

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIOERATK3NS • # • • 

SITE INVENTORY ANALYSIS AND 
SELECTION 

SITE POTENTIAL AND SELECTWN • • 
VISUAL DESIGN FACTORS • • • • 
CONTEXT • • • • • 
OPEN SPACE • • • 

LAND USE LAND USE INTENSITY • • # LAND USE 
ACCESS • • • • 

LAND USE 

CONTROLS • • 

CIRCULATION PATTERNS AND ORGANIZATON • • • # CIRCULATION 
TYPES • • 

CIRCULATION 

CLASSIFKATK3N • • • • • 

THE USER BEHAVK3R • • THE USER 
SPACES FOR PEOPLE • • • 

THE USER 

QUALITY OF LIFE • 

THE PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT GOALS AND CONCEPTS • • • • • THE PROGRAM 

SP PRINCIPLES • • • • 

THE PROGRAM 

DESKSN PRINCIPLES • • • • • 

THE PROGRAM 

FINANCIAL • • 

THE PROGRAM 

STAGES • # • 

THE PROGRAM 

PLANNING FOR FUTURE • • 

DESIGN GUIDE LINES AND 
PROCEDURES 

BUDGETS # DESIGN GUIDE LINES AND 
PROCEDURES MARKET • • 

DESIGN GUIDE LINES AND 
PROCEDURES 

DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATK>N • 

DESIGN GUIDE LINES AND 
PROCEDURES 

CONSTRUCTKJN PROVISONS • • 

DESIGN GUIDE LINES AND 
PROCEDURES 

MAINTENANCE • 
THE SrTE PLAN • • • • 

SITE DEVELOPMENT GRADING • • # SITE DEVELOPMENT 
EARTHWORKS CALCUTATON • • • 

SITE DEVELOPMENT 

DRAINAGE • • 

SITE DEVELOPMENT 

EROSION CONTROL • • 

SITE DEVELOPMENT 

VERTICAL - HORIZONTAL ALKJNMENT • # # 

SITE DEVELOPMENT 

SITE CONSTRUCTION • • 

SITE DEVELOPMENT 

MATERIALS • • 

SITE DEVELOPMENT 

PLANT MATERIALS • • 

SITE DEVELOPMENT 

TECHNK>L SPECIFK>TK>NS • 

SITE DEVELOPMENT 

SLOPE ANALYSIS # • • • • 

SITE DEVELOPMENT 

RUN OFF CALCULATK3NS • # 
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APPENDIX C 

SLIDE PRESENTATION AND QUESTIONNAIRE FORMAT 
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Planeacion del Sitio 

Prescsudo por 
Santiago Vergm 

SLIDE I OF 25 

P l a n e a c i o n  d e l  S i t i o  

-DEHNICIONES -

Elart9d»aeomodm-9»tructunsaobn«llugar 
y darformma los aspmeios quo surgan 
alradador. 

Kevin Lynch 

Tomardadsionosaobraquicosavaanddnda 
an al pradio... iomando an cuanta loa factoraa 
ambiantalaa, aocialaa, aconomicoa y 

fundonalos... 
Anne R. Beer 

SLIDE 2 OT 25 

P l a n e a c i o n  d e l  S i t i o  

PLANEAaON DEL SITIO SE REQUIERE CUANOO 
HAY CAMBIO DE USOS DEL SUELO EN UN AREA 
(CONSTRUCaON O REHABIUTAaON) 

QUIENES 

ESTAN 

INVOLUCRAOOS? 

PLANEACION 3 
OELSmO S 

^AMUrrtCTUKA OfL MUSAJC AMUITtCtURA 

SLIDE 3 OF 25 
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P l a n e a c i o n  d e l  S i t i o  

-ELPROCESO-

• CUENTE 

• EL SITIOYSU ALREOEDOR 

• ELUSUARIO 

• OPORTUMOADES Y RESTRICaONES 

• PROPUESTA DE nSEfiK) 
CONCEPTO 
PLAN 
cmTEmos OE DHEAO 

SLIDE 4 OF 25 

Site Analysis 

Plan 

(shown in this area) 

SLIDE 5 OF 25 

Site Overlaying Process 

Site Overlaying Analysis 

(shown in this area) 

SLIDE 6 OF 25 



Site Plan 

(shown in this an ea) 

SLIDE 7 OF 25 

Sis temas  de  l a fo rmac ion  Geogra f ica  

MundoRMl 

Isometric View 

(shown in this area) 

OKitiofiM 

SLIDE 8 OF 25 

Sis temas  de  l a fo rmac ion  Geogra f ica^  
ORGANIZAaON Rio* 

TEMAT1CA Topografta 

LOCAUZAaON 
Layers View Carrcma 

GEOGRAnCA 

• 
(shown in 

Siwlot 
UMSM 
S<MlO 

ATRIBUTOS this area) 

Siwlot 
UMSM 
S<MlO 

INTERRELAaONES 
MundoRaal 

GRAFICO SLIDE 9 OF 25 
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SLIDE 10 OF 25 

Herramientas  Complementarias^^^ 

GPS SISTEMAS 
GEOPOSiaONAOORES 

• 24 SATEUTES 
• SE îALES 
• DISPOSIT1VO SIMPLE 
• DETERMNA POSiaON 
•COSTO/PREOSION 

ESTAaONES TOTALES 
• MEDIOAS DIGITALES 
• CAMPO / COMPUTAOORA 
• ORGANIZAaON TEMATICA 

% 
SLIDE 11 OF 25 

Transformacion del  S i t io  ^  

1. AOECUARSUPERHCIES 

1?: 

REPRESENTAR ! 

INTERPRETAR r CURVAS DE MVEL 

MANIPULAR J 

• CALCULO DE MOVIMIENTOS OE T1ERRA 

• ANAUSIS DE PENDIENTES 

SLIDE 12 OF 25 



Contours Representation 

From Nature 

(shown in this area) 

SLIDE 13 OF 25 

Manipulation of a Surface 

Existing & Proposed Contours 

(shown in this area) 

Slope Analysis 

of a Surface 

(shown in this area) 

SLIDE 14 OF 25 

SLIDE 15 OF 25 
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Transformacion del  Si t io  
2.DISEAOCIRCULACiONES 

PEATONALES AUNEAMENTO 

- HORIZONTAL Y 

VEHCULARES VERTICAL 

Cross Section - Circulation Patterns 

(shown in ttiis area) 

SLIDE 16 OF 25 

Slope and Stairs Detail 

(shown in this area) 

SLIDE 17 OF 25 

Horizontal Alignment of a Street 

(Proposed Grading - shown in ttWs area) 

SLIDE 18 OF 25 



Site Plan 

Olympic Stadium - Munich 

(Picture shown in this area) 

SLIDE 19 OF 25 

General View of the 

Olympic Stadium - Munich 

(Picture shown in this area) 

SLIDE 20 OF 25 

Sis temas  Avanzados  dc  
- GENERAUOAOES-

• SISTEMAS DE DISEAO ASBTIOO PGR 
COMPtlTADORA (CAD) QUE ESTAN ENFOCADOS 
A RE80LVER PROBLBMAS DE DISEfiO Bl UNA 
AREAESPEanCA 

• CAPACES DE MAMPULAR INFORMAOON DE 
GPS Y DE ESTACIONES TOTALES 

• GENERACtON DE SUPERFiaES QUE PUEDEN 
SER MOOIFICADAS Y CALCULADAS 

SLIDE 21 OF 25 
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» 

OBTENIENDO INFORMACUN DEL ESTADO ACTUAL DEL 

TERRENO CON EL USO DE GPS Y ESTACION TOTAL 

SLIDE 22 OF 25 

- "Jr •«» il- •- •-
 ̂  ̂ •' A -V  ̂ -

. -r-s-i 

DELIMTANOO EL AREA QUE SE VA A MOOIFICAR 

SLIDE 23 OF 25 

VISTA EN 3 DWENSIONES DEL 
AREA PROPUESTA 

SLIDE 24 OF 25 



VISTA EN ISOMETRICO Y 
GENERACION DE UNA 
NUEVA SUPERFICIE 

SLIDE 25 OF 25 



CUESTiONARiO - PROFESiONlSTAS 

(Q1) 1. Que profesi6n tiene Ud.? 

G Arquitectura 
D Arquitectura del Paisa/e 
• Ingenieria Civil 
0 P[aneaci6n Urbana 
D Otra. Favor de especificar 

(Q2) 2. Arios ejerciendo la profesion: 

(Q3) 3. Escuela de donde egresd: 

C toero 
G Itesm 

Iteso 
G U. A. G. 

U.deG. 
2 Unam 
Z Otra. Favor de especificar 

(Q4) 4. Ha realizado o esti realizando estudios de 
postgrado? 

C Si. En que area? 
C No 

5. Da clases en la universidad? 

D Si 
Nombre de la(s) Unjversidad(es); 

Nombre de la(s) clase(s};. 

Indique si ensefia en la universidad como: 
G Tiempo variable 
• Medio tiempo 
n Tiempo completo 

O No 

(Q8) C. Tipo de proyecto que usualmente desarrolla 
en la phktica profesional: 

• Edificio 
G Restauracion y/o Remodelacion de Edifictos 
G Espacio Abieito 
G Ingenieria Urbana 
G Oisefio Urbano 
G Planeacion 
G Otro. Favor de especificar 

(Q9) 7. Que disciplinas intervienen dlrectamente en 
los proyectos que Ud. desarrdla o colabora? 

G Arquftectura 
0 Arquitectura del Paisaje 
G Disefe Urtiano 
G Ingenieria Civil 
G Planeacion 
G Psicologfa 
G Socioiogia 
G Ecologia 
Otras; 

8. Cuales de los siguientes aspectos los considers 
Ud. como parte de Ingenieria del SItio (I.S.) 6 
Planeacion del Sitio (P.S.)? 
(Su respuesta puede sen dejar en bianco, responder en 
una o dos casitlas) 

I.S. PS 
Analisis de Pendientes a • 
Calculo y Movimiento de Tierras • Q 
Manejo de Agua Pluvial G G 
Control de Erosion G G 
AJineamiento Horizontal y Vertical a G 
Modificactones a la Topografia n G 
Inventario del Sitio a • 
Analisis del Sitio D • 
Requerimientos del Proyecto G • 
Evaluaci6n del Sitio D G 
Elaboracion de Plan Maestro • G 
Tope r̂afia O • 
Analisis Visual • 0 
Oetalles Constructivos G • 
Calculo de Drenaje • u 
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(Q5) 9. Qu4 porcentaje de los proyectos en que Ud. 
participa requieren de conocimientos de Ptaneacion 
del Sitio? 

1 a 25% U 
26a50% • 
51 a 75% 
76 a 1(XI% • 

(Q6) 10. Cotno evalua (as habilidades para resotver 
criterios de Ptaneacion del SItio en los egresados 
de arquitectura? 

0 Deficiente 
2 Regular 
• Muy Bien 
Z Excelervte 

(Q7) 11. Que tan importantes considera estos 
conocimientos en un arquitecto? 

3 No es importante 
G Recomendable 
G Importante 
• Esencial 

(Q12) 14. Considera Ud. que estas herramientas se 
deberian induir a la curricula de arquitectura? 
• Si 
a No 

(Q13) 15. Considera Ud. que deberia incorporarse 
una clase de Pianeacion del SKio a la curricula? 
• Si 
C No 

16. Que aspectos considera importantes que un 
estudiante desarrolle con estas herramientas? 
0 Realizar Andlisis del Sitio 
3 Crear y Analizar Superficies Tridimensionaies 
3 Calculo de Movimiento de Tierras 
Q Estudio de Pendientes 
~ Analtsis de Orientaciones 
3 Anafists Visual 
3 Analisis de Flora y Fauna 
C Trazo de Vialidades 
Q Propuestas de Uso del Suelo 
• Creadon de Plataformas para Ubicar Edificios 
3 Analisis Hidrologico 
• Levantamiento/ldentificacion de Elementos del Sitio 
3 Otros 
G Ninguno de los anteriores. 

(Q10) 12. Conoce o es usted usuario de las 
sigulentes herramientas? 
Herramientas Las Conoce Es Usuario 
Sistemas avanzados de CAO: 
Softdesk 
Landcadd 
Terra Model 
Otro 
S^ecTBSde IrfocTTBcbnGeogrtlba 
Sistemas Geopcsicionadores (GPS) 

a 
c 3 
0 3 
n G 
Q n 

0 Q 

Otros Comentarlosi-

Muchas gradas por su colaboraddn. 

(Q11) 13. Considera importante que los egresados 
de arquitectura tengan conocimiento de estas 
herramientas? 
3 No es importante 
• Recomendable 
• Importante 
• Esencial 

- 2 -



CUESTIONARiO - PRGFESORES 

(Q1) 1. Que profesidn tiene Ud.? 

C Arquitectura 
3 Arquitectura del Paisaje 
• Ingenieria Civil 
u Planeacion Urbara 
• Otra. Favor de especificar 

(Q2) 2. Ams ejerciendO (a profesidn; 

(Q3) 3. Escuela de donde egreso: 

~ Ibero 
• Itesm 
D Iteso 
C U. A. G. 
• U. de G. 
• Unam 
• Otra. Favor de especificar 

(Q4) 4. Si ha realizado o esti realizando estudios 
de postgrado, indlque per bvor nivel y jirea. 

I Diplomado 

3 Maestria 

~ Doctorado 

a Otro 

5. En que Universidad(es) da Ud. ctases? 

Indique per favor nombre de ia(s} clase(s}: 

indique si es Ud. profesor de tiempo: 

C Variable • Medio O Completo 

6. SI ejerce en el campo practico profesional, 
indique cuantas horas a la semana le dedica: 

• 1 a 10 • 11 a 20 C 21 floras o mK. 

(Q8) 7. Qu< tipos de proyectos estan directamente 
relacionados con su clase? 

3 Edificio 
• Restauracion y/o Remodelacidn de Edificios 
• Espacio Abiecto 
G Ingenieria Urbana 
G OiseAo Urt>ano 
3 Planeacion 
• Otro. Favor de especificar 

(Q9) 8. Chie otras dtsctplinas intervienen 
directantente en la ensenanza de estos proyectos? 

C Arquitectura del Paisaje 
n Diseî o Urt>ano 
• Ingenieria Civil 
G Planeacion 
3 Psicoiogia 
G Sociologia 
• Ecologia 
Otras; 

9. Cuales de los siguientes aspectos los considera 
Ud. como parte de Ingenieria del Sitio (I.S.) 6 
Planeacidn del SitIo (P.S.)? 
(Su respuesta puede sen d^ar en bianco, res ponder en 
una o dos casillas) 

I.S. P.S. 
Analisis de Pendientes • D 
Calculo y Movimiento de Tierras r-; 3 
Manejo de Agua Pluvial G Q 
Control de Erosion G G 
Alineamiento Horizontal y Vertical 3 G 
Adecuactones a la TopografTa 3 O 
Inventario S'ltio • G 
Analisis del Sitio r • 
Requerimientos del Proyecto • • 

Evaluacidn del Sitio • G 
Elaboracidn de Plan Maestro • O 
Topografia • 0 
Analisis Visual • . G 
Detalles Constructivos • • 

C^culo de Drenaje • D 



(Q5) 10. Que porcentaje de los proyectos que 
reatizan sus estudiantes durante sus estudios 
requieren de conocinniefitos de Planeacidn del 
Sttio? 
1 a 25% • 
26 a 50% • 
51 a ^% • 
76 a 100% • 

(Q6) 11. Como evalua las habilidades para resolver 
criterios de Planeacidn del Sltlo en los egresados 
de arqultectura? 

Q Deficiente 
C Regular 
~ Muy Bien 
2 Excefente 

(Q7) 12. Que tan importantes considera estos 
conocimientos en un arquitecto? 

C No es importante 
G Recomendable 
C Importante 
3 Esencia! 

(Q12) 15. Considera Ud. que estas herramientas se 
del>er{an incluir a la curricula de arqultectura? 
• Si 
• No 

(Q13) 16. Considera Ud. que detieria incorporarse 
una clase de Planeacidn del Sitio a la curricula? 
C Si 
G No 

17. Qu  ̂aspectos considera icnportantes que un 
estudiante desarrolle con estas herramientas? 

0 Realizar An l̂isis del Sitio 
G Crear y Analizar Superficies Tridimensionales 
G Calculo de Movimiento de Tierras 
G EstuQio de Pendientes 
Q Analisis de Orientaciones 
G Analisis Visual 
G Analisis de Flora y Fauna 
G Trazo de Vialidades 
G Propuestas de Uso del Suelo 
G Creadon de Plataformas para Ubicar Edificios 
G Analisis Hidrologico 
G Levartamiento/ldentificacion de Elemertos del Sitio 
G Ninguno de los anteriores 

(QIC) 13. Conoce o es usted usuario de las 
sigulentes herramientas? 

Otros ComentariosL 

Herramientas 
Sistemas avanzados de CAO: 

Softdesk 
Landcadd 
Terra Model 
Otro 

Las Conoce Es Usuario 

Sisterras de litfomBctdn 
SisteiTBS Geoposicionadofes (GPS) • 

• D 
• C 
• 
G C 
n G 
n 1—1 

Muchas gradas porsu colaboraa6n. 

(Q11) 14. Considera Importante que los egresados 
de arqultectura tengan conocimiento de estas 
herramientas? 

• No es importante 
• Recomendable 
• Importante 
G Esencia) 
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CUESTIONARIO - ESTUDiANTES 

:̂ >i>i :V r. . v/;'.': -r • 

{Q3) 1. Universidad donde estudias: 

(Q2) 2. Semestre que cursas: 

(Q1) 3. Durante tus estudios de licenciatura, cuil o 
cuaies de las siguientes ireas son de tu interes? 

• Construccion 
C Proyectos Arquitect6nicos 
3 DiseiV} Urbano 
J Otra 

(Q4) 4. Planeas reaiizar estudios de postgrado? 

:: Si En que area? 

• No 

(Q8) 5. Que Upos de proyectos lias realizado en la 
escuela? 

G Edificio 
C Restauracion y/o Remodelacion de Edificios 
~ Espacio Abierto 
G Ingenieria Urtana 
• Disefio Urbano 
0 Planeacion 
3 Otro. Favor de especificar 

6. Qu6 Upos de proyectos te gustaria reaiizar como 
estudiante? 

C Edificio 
D Restauracion y/o Remodelacion de Edificios 
• Espacio Abierto 
• Ingenieria Urbana 
3 Disefto Urbano 
• Planeacion 
G Otro. Favor de especificar 

(Q9) 7. Durante el desarrollo de proyectos en la 
escuela, has trabajado con estudiantes de: 

• Arquitectura del Paisaje 
• Disefo Urbano 
D Ingenieria Civil 
• Planeacion 
• Psicologia 
3 Socioiogia 
G Ecologia 
3 Otros: 

8. Cuales de los siguientes aspectos los consideras 
como parte de Ingenieria del SNio (I.S) y cuales 
como parte de Planeacion d  ̂SItio (P.S.)? 
(Tu respuesta puede ssr una. dos casillas o ninguna) 

Analisis de Pendientes 
Calcuio y Movimiento de Tierras 
Manejo de Agua Pluvial 
Control de Erosion 
Aiineamiento Horizontal y Vertical 
Modificactones a la Topografia 
Inventario del Sitio 
Analisis del Sitio 
Requerimientos del Proyecto 
Evaluacion del Sitio 
Elaboracidn de Plan Maestro 
Topografa 
Analisis Visual 
Detailes Constructivos 
Calcuio de Drenaje 

(OS) 9. Del total de proyectos en que has 
partlclpado, qui porcentaje consideras tu que tian 
requerido conocimientos de Planeadbn del Sitio? 

1 a 25% O 
26a 50% •  
51 a 75% • 
76 a 100% • 

- 1 -



10. De los proyectos de medians escaia que has 
desarrollado en la escuela, indica cuiiles de los 
siguientes aspectos sc incluyeron en el diserto: 

• Realizar Analists del Sitio 
3 Crear y Analizar Superficies Tridimensionales 
D Calculo de Movimiento de Tieiras 
D Estudk) de Pendientes 
• Anaiisis de Orientaciones 
• Anaiisis Visual 
3 Anaiisis de Flora y Fauna 
G Trazo de Vialidades 
'• Propuestas de Uso del Suelo 
n Trazo de Platafonnas para Ubicar de Edificios 
0 Anaiisis Hidrologico 
C Levantamiento/ldentifcacion de Eiementos del Sitio 
U Ninguno de los antetiores 

(Q6) 11. Como evaluas tus habilidades para re-
solver criterios de ingenierfa y Planeacidn del Sitio? 

~ Deficiente 
~ Regular 
I Muy Bien 
3 Excelente 

(Q7) 12. Que tan importante consideras estos 
conocimientos en un arquitecto? 

(Q11) 14. Consideras importante que los 
arquitectos tengan conockniento de estas 
herramientas? 

D No es importante 
O Recomendable 
• Importante 
O Esencal 

(Q12) 16. Consideras que estas herramientas se 
deberian incluir a la curricula de arquitectura? 
2 Si 
3 No 

(Q13) 16. Consideras que detteria incorporarse una 
clase de Planeacidn del Sttio a la curricula? 
G Si 
C No 

Otros Comentarios: 

Z No es importante 
• Recomendable 
G Importante Muchas Grac/as por tu colaboracl6n. 

~ Esencial 

(Q10) 13. Conoces o es eres usuario de las 
siguientes herramientas? 

Herramientas Las Conozco Soy Usuario 
Sistemas avanzados de CAO: 
Softdesk • G 
Landcad Q • 
Terra Model D G 
otro a a 
SisXnssde If̂ bnTaoinGeogrdllca • • 

Sistemas Geoposiaonatlores (GPS) D • 
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APPENDIX D 

FREQUENCY GRAPHICS FROM QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS 



How important 1* to know these tools for an 
architect? 

80 

70 

60 

SO 

40 

30 2r 7 

20 

Rtcomm«nd«d Not knportant 

•^—(Professionals) ^ Professors Students x Mean 

Graphic No. 7 - Importance of Toots 

Should these tools be included in the 
curricula? 

22.7 

Yes No 

—•— (Professionals) Professors Students x Mean 

Graphic No.8 - Inclu^on of Tools in the Curricula 

sKe planning class should be included in the 
curricula? 

120 

100 

40 

11.0 

Yes No 

—(Professionals) - Professors Students X Mean 

Graphic No. 9 - Inclusion of Site Planning Class in the Curricula 
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Type of projects in which you usually participate 

TOO 

90 

50 

40 

30 

Restoraion Open Space urtvi Design Ptannng urban 
Engin«Bnng 

- pfofessionais professors students x Mean 

Graphic No.4 - Type of Projects 

Disciplines directly involved in the projects 
where you participate 

—•—(Proiessionals) (Prcfessof5) (Students) x Mean } 

Graphic No.5 - Disciplines involved in architecture prqiects 

PpyailtcwcrawByauauBBrrf ay ofWiwn > rti? 

tn 
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(HiIiiw.iiII) Rdtaos Sliktts x htan 

Graphic No.6 - Use of Tools 
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How much have you used Site Planning Concepts in your 
Projects? 

X 13.0/ 

t-25% 26-50% 51-75% 76-100% 

—#— Students Teachers a Professionals x Mean 

Graphic No. 1 - Site Planning Rotated Prq/ects 

How do you evaluate students skills in 
Site Planning? 

OefTiciem Good vary Good Excallent 

—Students "  Teachers - *r~  Professionals  X  Mean 

Crapttic No. 2 - Evaluation of Alumni/Students Site Planning Skills 

How Important is Considered Site Planning Knowledge in an 
Architect? 

90 
80 

70 
60 

40 

31.0 
0.0 

ESSENTIAL NOT IMPORTANT RECOMMErCEO IMPORTANT 

—«—Students Teachers —jt—ProlBSSionals x Mean 

Graphic No.3 - InriportarKS of Site Planning for an Architect 
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